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Before you go any further, read the 
important message below:

1) This document is copyrighted and here is offi  cial 

notice: © 2009 Gary Overman and Mantle Studios. 

Mantle Studios has created this document for Gary 

Overman and grants him full use however he sees fi t 

to use, disseminate and promote his products. 

2) However, despite the fact that is copyrighted I 

hereby give you the right to distribute it freely….. As 

long as you keep all the pages intact and do not add, 

change, or delete the content.

3) Please note that the tools and techniques shown 

should only be used by trained and competent 

adults. I do not off er any warranty either implied or 

expressed.

4) If you are under the age of 18 you MUST ask for 

adult help and supervision!

5) Adults…. You are responsible for not only your 

own safety, but that of your underage children. Use 

this information only in good faith and PROCEED AT 

YOUR OWN RISK.

6) Always practice safe work habits and maintain a 

safe work environment. If you do not understand 

what this means, then stop and either ask appropri-

ate persons for help or just stop what you’re doing , 

pack-up the project and go read a good book.
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A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR:  
Jason Babler,
Amateur Sculptor
http://www.mantlestudios.com

I originally created this tutorial in response to 

a Clubhouse forum member asking for a tuto-

rial on how to I was getting skin detail in wax. I 

posted this on my site, and at the Clubhouse 

and then created this PDF for Gary. 

There are  not a lot of wax tutorials out there, 

but I think that is all about to change in 2009. 

More and more artists are trying wax (and get-

ting hooked). I use FUSE primarily and ZEN. I’m 

by no means an expert, but since I’ve learned so 

much from the Clubhouse, and I am a believer 

in Gary’s wax, I just wanted to share what I have 

learned so far. 

My thanks goes out to Gary, the Clubhouse, and 

the generosity of everyone who passes down 

knowledge. 

STEP 1:
BUILDING A “CUTICLE”

Many artists rough out their sculpt 

in clay, make a waste mold, and then 

transfer to wax for detailing. I started 

out sculpting this monster directly in 

wax. I wanted to try to “push” wax 

around like clay to achieve organic  and 

wavy lines, skin folds, etc). Here is my 

meager attempt at doing so, using Gary 

Overman’s Zen Wax:

I take a warm piece of wax, roll it up and make 

a snake. I press it where I want the bulk of the 

cuticle, or fold, to be. I don’t worry too much 

about laying it down perfectly, but try to think 

of where folds of skin will be bunching up 

around this spike.

Since wax does cool down, I try to lay down the 

shapes all at once, then come back and blend 

them together. I take my wax pen, and start to 

melt the rolls together to blend in the cuticle 

mass. I found that an alcohol torch was too 

powerful at this point, and I wanted to retain 

the basic shape. 

I dig into the wax, both vertically, and hori-

zontally. I try to think about how the wrinkles 

would look, and draw in that direction.

I keep digging into the wax, forming what will 

be an underlying texture, even though you 

don’t see it yet.  

I decided that I wanted one more “fold” or 

stairstep fl esh buildup, so I add another wax 

roll.
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STEP 2:
DETAILING THE SKIN

STEP 3: MAKING THESE LUMPS LOOK ORGANIC

Taking a sharp-pointed tool, I scribe in fi ner 

lines. This step may be redundant, and per-

haps  I would avoid this step, because as you 

will see, I’m about to obliterate the details. It’s 

still nice to have the trenches dug in, as they 

DO add texturing later on, so I continue. 

The downside to this sharp tool, and if your 

wax is still warm, is that you can start erasing 

your details.

Since the wax is starting to collect a lot of little 

pieces that break off , I take water and brush 

away the bits. I have a dedicated chip brush 

handy these days to get the bits out. That is a 

job that will never go away when working with 

wax. 

Ok, this texturing I had still doesn’t suit itself to 

look like fl esh. So I bring in the alcohol torch at 

this point. 

By slightly melting the surface, you see it 

become plastic looking, or more natural, like 

fl esh you could imagine on this monster. Of 

course, so much of the detailing I did has dis-

appeared, but some has remained, and that is 

where the “nuance” of a sculpt can come in.



Since I want even MORE details, I go add them 

again. Try to fi nd a needle tool to lightly scribe 

the faint wrinkles at this point. Try to keep it 

random, yet fv the natural fl ow of skin. Get a ton 

of reference, I used pictures of elephant feet 

and skin for this particular piece. 

Where it all begins to look realistic is when I 

brush on mineral spirits, and go over it a few 

times. It takes the details, softens them up to 

look more like wrinkled folds.

I take a paper towel, suck up the moisture, and 

also slightly press down on the edges, trying to 

get rid of any hard bits that haven’t been round-

ed off . For any hard edges that don’t look like 

“fl esh” to me, I take a little loop to it (available 

from Ken’s Tools they are incredibly sturdy, and 

I use them to dig into wax all the time!)

And there you have it! After the mineral spirits 

evaporates, the wax won’t be so soft, and I will 

go in and make the last, fi nal, subtle wrinkle 

scratches in there if I feel the piece needs it. 

HAPPY SCULPTING! 


